Due to my concern that time is running out before World War
III, I am presenting merely a synopsis of my suspicion as to the
manifestation of a global nuclear war. I will try to elaborate on
this suspicion soon, but I feel that I must present this brief
analysis now, for the sake of expediency.
What really makes me suspect that a nuclear war is plotted is
that the global ruling elite were plotting three world wars 130 years
ago, and the pretext for war which they were plotting then seems to
be falling into place right now, with the horrific bombing of Gaza and
this obvious UK'USraeli-concocted ISIS rebellion that has instantly
exploded all over the Middle East -- plus the fact that both the Gaza
explosion and the ISIS explosion were obviously synchronized to be
simultaneous.
I believe that the convergence of the Gaza genocide and the ISIS
genocide was plotted to be one simultaneous unified provocation
against all of the Arab states, including Palestine, for a desperately
desired world war by the mega-imperialist SaudiUK'USrael combine.
Just as the war provocateurs forced Japan to attack Pearl Harbor
in 1941, today's war provocateur, Satanyahu is calculatedly *inviting*
the invasion of Israel by the Arab states, in the midst of what might
escalate into an Israeli nuclear missile exchange with Russia and
perhaps with one or more other countries.
In the midst of these simultaneously concocted Middle East battle
fronts, we realize, in retrospect, that Satanyahu's Gaza genocide was
calculated to combine with the ISIS genocide into one unified Middle
East genocide, which they anticipate will explode in a retaliatory
revolt by at least some of the Arab masses against Israel, under the
leadership of ISIS, trained, paid, and deployed by the SaudiUK'USrael
war machine. Even though most of the Arab people detest ISIS, all
that the war-mongers need is a token force of Arabs to join with the
ISIS army of provocateurs, so that Netanyahu can say that Israel has
been attacked, and thus, he will have the feeble excuse he needs to
attack the Arab states -- and that is why Russia is being coincidingly
thrown off-balance by the Ukraine uprising, and why she is being held
at bay by US-NATO missiles aimed at them from nearby Poland.
Netanyahu is just the kind of rat to start a war over the flimsiest
pretended provocation. Just look at how he decimated Gaza over the
faked murders of three Jewish boys. More than 2,000 genocidal
murders of Palestinians over three Jewish boys who were never
murdered, but who died in a car accident, or whose car was made to
crash by Mossad -- since they needed to take a week or two to
fabricate their false charges against Hamas.
Now, can you see why Netanyahu had to have those three Jewish
boys crashed just at that time? After all, it is quite unlikely that those
boys would have crashed at Netanyahu's convenience, so it is likely
that Mossad or Shabak sabotaged the boys' car. Do you see that it is
awfully suspect that Netanyahu would need to decimate Gaza at this
moment, to coincide with the ISIS war mania in other Middle East
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nations? Why decimate Gaza?
Because Netanyahu needed to crush the fervent Palestinian forces
that he knows would invade Israel during the opportune mayhem of
an Israeli war and invasion of Israel by pockets of Arab forces led
by the USISIS terrorist army. And that is why Netanyahu decimated
Gaza!
So, what the crippling of Gaza and the simultaneous ISIS-crippling
of Syria and Iraq foretells is that there is coming a plotted war,
likely a Third World War, likely a nuclear war. A war in which Israel
will be invaded.
Israelis! Jews, worldwide! Organize! Stop these devils! This will not
be a Six Million Holocaust! This will be a Six Billion Holocaust!
You cannot afford to cross your fingers and hope that my prediction
does not come true!
John DiNardo
--------------------------------------------------------------------------It Appears that Netanyahu is Now Obeying a Command
to Ignite Global Nuclear Holocaust.
Israel_to_be_Nuked._Gaza+ISIScrisis_to_Trigger_WorldWar3_Holocaust
There Exists Evidence that Netanyahu has been Commanded to
Ignite ThermoNuclear War! A Glimpse of What May be Coming:
[video link appended below]
Why Would Netanyahu Bomb the Palestinians Into Utter Annihilation?
Because Netanyahu has been Ordered to Provoke Nuclear World War III
by Slaughtering the Palestinians in the Hope of Provoking the Arab
States. Netanyahu Will Continue with his War Provocations!!
Recall, in Recent History, that the Diabolical Rulers of USrael, by Threat,
Forced President Johnson to Cooperate with Them in Sinking the USS
Liberty in Order to Blame Egypt, and thus, make the United States Launch
War Against Egypt, so that these Zionist Serpents Could Steal Even More
Arab Land at the Cost of Much American Blood.
Political Researcher TEXE MARRS Has Discovered Evidence Showing that
the Diabolical Treacherous Zionist Element of the Global Ruling Elite have
a Plot to Bomb the Dome_of_the_Rock_Mosque and Blame it on Arabs,
Thus Giving Netanyahu the Excuse he Needs to Add yet Another Bloody
Battle Front to USrael's Savage Multi-Pronged ISIS Assault, Aimed at
Toppling Arab Governments.
[video link appended below]
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Lackey of the Global Elite, Senator Lindsey Graham shows us that
Netanyahu is Drumming Up Support for USrael's Nuclear WW3 Plot:
[Lindsey Graham's letter appended below]
~~ Israel to be Nuked. Gaza Blitzkrieg+ISIS Invasions are a Concerted
Plot for World War III Nuclear Holocaust ~~
Israelis! Jews worldwide! Everyone worldwide!
I will try to present substantial evidence to convince you that
Netanyahu actually wants Israel to get nuked -- or, at least, he
wants a nuclear war in which he knows that Israel is bound to get
nuked.
I will risk evoking incredulity by telling you that all the major
government leaders of the world know that great natural disasters are
about to fracture, fragment and overturn the various infrastructural
components of global civilization (e.g. electric power grids, oil pipelines,
gas pipelines, the highway transportation system, the seacoast import/
export sytem, etc.). The ruling elite of nations have known for years
about these coming global cataclysms. Why have they been telling you
for years that "global warming" threatens Planet Earth? . . . and now
that flimsy mantra has been exchanged for "climate change," and it's
all because you are hoggishly burning too much fossil fuel. Oh, so
that's why we're suffering super hurricanes, super tornadoes, super
earthquakes, super floods, super frigid winters, super droughts, etc.
All of these calamities are caused by "global warming" [I mean]
"climate change"; and it's all your fault for burning so much fossil fuel.
I think you will agree that this is a ludicrous mass indoctrination
program. And to clear the murky waters of this mass deception a bit,
study the elite's hurried and complex construction of an underground
seed vault on the fringes of the frozen arctic tundra, where seed
preservation temperatures are ideal. Study the elite's decades long
construction of trillion dollar underground cities, wherein they intend
to shelter and sustain themselves during periods in which they know
that Earth's crustal surface and underlying viscous mantle will become
gravitationally massaged (from a distance) by incoming gravitationally
Sun-drawn comets, sucked in from deep space, that are passers-by
our Solar System.
When will these secretive power elite, around the world, descend
into their underground cities, leaving the world's masses to fend for
themselves? When the gravitational/magnetic celestial provocateurs
are detected (by NASA, ESA, JAXA, et al) to be dangerously close in
their celestial approaches. Therefore, we must promote the growth
of watch groups to detect the sudden disappearances of major elite
figures, so that we may know when to take cover. We need groups
like QueenWatch, RockefellerWatch, RothschildWatch, GatesWatch, etc.
Appended below the David Icke link, at the end of this episode, are
two links providing evidence of these underground cities, and evidence
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that the Israeli elite, the Arab elite, the elite of Britain, the United
States, Japan, etc. all harbor their greatest allegiance, not to their
respective nations, but to their globally interconnected ruling secret
societies of Freemasonry/Skull&Bones/TheIlluminati.
Paraphrasing the introduction to DAVID ICKE's commentary:
More people are beginning to see through the cover stories about
the ISIS threat. They gave us this perception that ISIS appeared
spontaneously. They're creating in the populations of the Western
nations "perception deceptions" in all facets of political affairs.
JD:
This game played by the global ruling elite is as time-worn as a mushy
mallet that has pounded in too many stakes for too many years.
The game goes this way: They build up the people's misperception
of some terrifying enemy through a gradual process of concocted
provocations against us, the docile, naive, politically spoon-fed peoples
of all the Western nations. Watch French, British, German, American,
etc. mainstream television news. Their TV talking heads -- so-called
newspersons -- are all parroting the same ruling elitist propaganda
simultaneously. This is the sort of transparently mind-manipulative
calumny that you're likely to hear:
"ISIS terrorists beheaded a journalist . . . President Assad used
chemical weapons of mass destruction on his own people . . .
Saddam Hussein gassed his own people at Halabja . . .
[we're going back now in our TV time machine]
. . . Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait and was taking babies out of
incubators to die, so we have to invade Iraq to liberate Kuwait and
Iraq by bombing them back to the stone age with our shock and awe
super bombing campaigns . . . They call Manuel Noriega "pineapple
face," and all the people in Panama hate him because he is a dictator,
so we have to invade Panama to liberate that American woman who
was somehow threatened down there. We have to bomb their peasant
villages with Stealth bombers [that's how we test out our high-tech
weapons], because we care so much about that American woman, and
about freedom for the Panamanians . . . The Somali terrorists are
marauding the poor Somalian people, so we have to send helicopter
gunships to mow down the people in the market places below in order
to liberate them . . . There is a dictator named Maurice Bishop on the
tiny island of Grenada, who is terrorizing and holding hostage American
college students, and he poses a clear and present threat to freedom
throughout the world, so we have to invade Grenada and defeat their
army of a hundred, and thus restore peace to the free world . . . North
Vietnamese gunboats attacked our ship, the USS Maddox, so we have
to get Congress to issue the Tonkin Gulf Resolution so that we can have
a very profitable protracted nine year war to liberate those poor South
Vietnamese people, because we care so much about their freedom, and
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so, we have to bomb them back to the stone age and poison them for
generations with aerial dropped dioxin Agent Orange, because we care
so much about their freedom . . . Oh, and those nasty North Korean
soldiers have *allegedly* crossed the 38th Parallel into South Korea, so
we have to invade to liberate the poor besieged people of South Korea
. . . Oh, and those evil stealthy Japanese have attacked Pearl Harbor, so
we have to liberate the world from the Japanese imperialists and also
from the Nazis, who were placed into power by U.S. oligarchs, Standard
Oil of New Jersey [now Exxon], Brown Brothers Harriman & Co. and the
Union Banking Corp., the Rockefeller oligarchs, the Ford oligarchs, Sen.
Prescott Bush (founder of the infamous Bush presidential dynasty)-- all
of these scoundrels being crypto-nazis, working in concert with Germany's
I.G. Farben chemo-pharma oligarchs, the Krupp munitions oligarchs, and
inspiring and directing Adolph Hitler.
Of course, the flashpoint that ignited Americans' rage for war was the
entirely set up and framed Japanese non-sneak attack on Pearl Harbor.
Now, let's fast-forward to Netanyahu's flashpoint for rage against the
Palestinians, just recently. It was those three Jewish teenagers who were
allegedly executed by Hamas -- a complete frame job -- and it was
those cheesy little rockets fired at Israel by Netanyahu's very own cadre
of Hamas agents provocateur [the Israeli press announced that Netanyahu
controls Hamas] -- firing their little homemade rockets that always land
harmlessly in fields. How fortunate for Israelis. So far, one Israeli
casualty; a man died of a heart attack exiting his car.
How far back in time do you want to go, folks? Before World War II,
there was the concocted war provocation, the assassination of Archduke
Ferdinand, and then the flagrantly provoked torpedo sinking of the
passenger ship, Lusitania. And in 1898, the U.S. rulers' war provoking
agents planted explosives to sink our own ship, the USS Maine, in
Havana harbor, as a false flag excuse to launch the Spanish-American
War, which gave the ruling war profiteers their desired flashpoint for
inciting the people's rage, thus tricking them once again into supporting
yet another concocted and profitable war.
So much for this high-altitude reverse flight through the monotonous
history of concocted wars.
DAVID ICKE: The ISIS Crisis is Designed to Incite Global Warfare
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R75AeDM35SQ
TEXE MARRS:
Secret Tunnels Beneath the Temple Mount in Jerusalem are to be
Rigged with Explosives, and Detonated in a False Flag Attack, in
Order to Blame the Arabs, as a False Pretext to Launch Nuclear
Attacks on Iran and Perhaps on Russia, Also. This Would Ignite a
Global Nuclear Holocaust, Not of Six Million Lives, but of Seven
Billion Lives.
They expect to retain about a half-billion survivors as their obedient
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workforce. They have advanced technology for nuclear decontamination
which they will use to cleanse certain regions of the Earth. Jerusalem
is where they likely intend to establish the capitol of their one-world
dictatorship. You see, seven billion people are just too many for several
thousand elite to dominate and manage without rebellion. JD
https://vimeo.com/104761249
The former Governor of Minnesota, Jesse Ventura, explores just one of
the elite's fabulously constructed underground cities, others of which are
located at Mount Weather in West Virginia, in the Italian Alps [for the
Vaticanites and other elite], in Russia, China, etc. So, you see, Netanyahu
is ready to go underground just before he fires off Israel's nuclear arsenal
in a globally incinerating nuclear exchange with Russia, China, the U.S.
and Britain. Israel, Palestine, the United States, and Britain will become
a charred hell of the dead and the walking dead!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZLKmpM9oT8
There Exists Evidence that Netanyahu has been Commanded to
Ignite ThermoNuclear War! A Glimpse of What May be Coming:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=epE1BGPMlrQ
Why Would Netanyahu Bomb the Palestinians Into Utter Annihilation?
Because Netanyahu has been Ordered to Provoke Nuclear World War III !
This is why Netanyahu is Now Obeying Orders to Foment Nuclear War:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRnckOrqQS4
Lackey of the Global War-Mongering Elite, Senator Lindsey Graham
shows us that Netanyahu is Drumming Up U.S. Support for the Global
Ruling Elite's Nuclear World War III Plot:
From the Desk of SENATOR LINDSEY GRAHAM
Campaign@LindseyGraham.com
Date: Tuesday Aug 26, 2014
Dear Friend,
As we speak, Israel is under siege on multiple fronts. Hamas
continues to fire rockets at Israel, Iran's radical regime is marching
towards a nuclear-weapons capability, and we have a President who
has undermined the U.S.—Israel relationship. I firmly believe we have
national security and moral interests in supporting Israel, and we must
stand with Israel without apology. The radical Islamists who wish to
destroy Israel have the same desire for the United States. When you
support Israel, you're supporting democracy and freedom in a land
surrounded by oppressive governments — including some who don't
recognize Israel's right to exist and have vowed to annihilate them.
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That's why I have:
$ Led successful efforts to secure funding for Iron Dome, which is
protecting Israel from thousands of rockets fired by terrorists like
Hamas
$ Led ongoing efforts to prevent Iran from pursuing a nuclear-weapons
capability, including crippling sanctions
$ Authored legislation that would require the Obama Administration to
seek Congressional approval on any agreement reached with Iran over
their nuclear program
$ Authored and passed three resolutions this Congress re-affirming the
Senate's support for the U.S.-Israeli relationship and Israel's ability to
defend itself
During these dangerous times, Israel needs our support. Please sign our
Stand with Israel petition and tell the people of Israel — and Washington
— that you have Israel's back.
Sincerely,
Lindsey Graham, United States Senator
Netanyahu_Faked_Murders_of_Jewish_Teens_to_Justify_Bombing_Gaza_
Michael Rivero of WhatReallyHappened.com receives a report that
the three Jewish teenagers died in a car accident, and that their bodies
were then transported to the place where the Israeli authorities claim
they were executed by Hamas. The Israeli Government released a cell
phone recording with someone yelling that they had been kidnapped,
and then the sounds of multiple gun shots were heard on the recording.
The cries of alarm have never been verified as the voices of the teens,
yet Netanyahu gets away with declaring to the world that Hamas
kidnapped and murdered the Jewish boys.
Thusly, Netanyahu kindles the flames of hatred and vengeance against
Hamas -- a demonic rage quite like the rage kindled by Adolph Hitler.
Now, Netanyahu has his wild Israeli mobs seething to endorse his
preconceived plot, that of the merciless annihilation of the largely
innocent civilian population of Gaza, just like his 2008 annihilation, and
like other such annihilations, all of which clearly spell "genocide" by all
accepted legal and moral definitions.
In addition to the cell phone recording of questionable content, we
should be highly suspicious about the capability and culpability of Hamas
succeeding in kidnapping and murdering the three Jewish boys in what was
an Israeli controlled area. Think about it! Palestinians are living in a tightly
controlled cage, so it would be virtually impossible for them, carrying guns,
to sneak into Israel through impenetrable Israeli checkpoints.
Furthermore, there is an old axiom: Cui Bono? Who Benefits? Hamas
would be harming themselves by foolishly committing this crime at a
time when Hamas was succeeding as a partner in the unity government.
Ah, but Netanyahu would benefit lavishly by murdering these Jewish boys,
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because the Palestinian unity government was about to receive
International Monetary Funding and recognition. Israeli political analysts
realize that Netanyahu cannot tolerate Israeli/Palestinian peace and the
"two-state solution." So, obviously, Netanyahu had to smash the
Palestinians' peace plan by bombing Gaza to powder.
Now, Netanyahu's dream comes true. He gets to annihilate the tough
Palestinian resistance, plus he gets to shatter the peace plan, and to
desirably perpetuate the conflict in Israel's 66 year old duplicitous game
of pretended coexistence, which flies in the face of the systematic
demolitions of families' homes, the theft of families' land, and the slowmotion genocide of an entire nation of people, whom we now discover,
through Jewish scholars, are truly descended from the Tribe of Judah,
Yehudah! Yes, Netanyahu is bombing Jews in Gaza!
As you read and view these video documentaries further down these
pages, you will see that the murder of these three Jewish boys is a
provocation which Netanyahu would concoct, and it runs motivationally
parallel to Netanyahu's concoction of the airplane attacks upon, and the
Israeli Mossad's preset demolitions of, the Twin Towers in New York City
on September 11, 2001.
I hereby level this charge of mass murder against Netanyahu, based
upon solid evidence presented by Jonathan Elinoff in his excellent video
documentary, "Core Of Corruption," which is presented near the end of
this set of investigative reports, all of which are compiled herein.
John DiNardo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsdHEFMjs0w
Netanyahu_Faked_Murders_of_Jewish_Teens_to_Justify_Bombing_Gaza_
This report leads one to suspect that Netanyahu is now, for the
first time, forced to do damage control; he is chameleonizing
or reshaping his initial accusation that Hamas murdered the three
Jewish teenagers. This Netanyahu fallback to a safer lying stance
may be because I and others have been getting close to the truth:
that either Netanyahu had the three Jewish boys murdered or that
he faked their murders. Remember, those *alleged* murders of
Jewish boys came at just the opportune moment when Netanyahu
was setting up military plans to bomb Gaza. How fortunate for
Netanyahu that these murders of Jews came at a moment when
Netanyahu needed to deceitfully incite outrage and hatred against
Palestinians in order to justify his desired bombing blitzkrieg over
Gaza, and then launch a ground assault of IDF Zionist fiends who
enjoy shooting pregnant mothers in their stomachs. These Zionazi
fiends call their sport Two-Kills-for-One-Shot". John DiNardo
http://mondoweiss.net/2014/07/killed-turning-onslaught.html
Netanyahu_Faked_Murders_of_Jewish_Teens_to_Justify_Bombing_Gaza_
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Study the photos of the claimed Jewish murder victims. Do you see
discrepancies in their facial characteristics? JD
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSjZS5Tg7Ik
Netanyahu_Faked_Murders_of_Jewish_Teens_to_Justify_Bombing_Gaza_
First you must study the genuine emotional reactions of mothers to the
loss of their children. Then observe the utterly bogus emotional reaction
of a crisis actor pretending that her son had just been murdered. Factor
this fakery in with the several other exhibits of Netanyahu's fraudulence
(presented herein), and one begins to realize that we citizens of humanity
must force Netanyahu to provide the bodies of the three Jewish victims,
in order to ascertain their identities, and to ascertain the cause of their
deaths. If he refuses to surrender the bodies -- which he will -- then we,
the citizens of humanity must bring Netanyahu before an international
tribunal and try him for war crimes, and for concocting false provocations
against the State of Israel leading to the horrific murders of many
hundreds of innocent men, women, and children, most of them Palestinian,
and some of them Israeli.
JD
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4_3rijBARk
Netanyahu_Faked_Murders_of_Jewish_Teens_to_Justify_Bombing_Gaza_
Hamas leader denies Netanyahu's accusation that Hamas
kidnapped three Jewish teenagers. He goes on to say that
Netanyahu, as usual, makes false charges, false arrests
without formal charges, and metes out punishment with no
attempt to present any evidence against the accused. Notice
the reasons given for this probable Netanyahu false flag attack
to blame Palestinians: the Israeli people and Netanyahu's
opponents were condemning Netanyahu for deliberately trashing
the peace plan, and the resulting public animosity against him
was about to get him ousted in the next election. I agree with
the news analyst that this kidnapping of Jews may be yet another
Netanyahu false flag attack designed to deceitfully blame Arabs.
Why am I biased against Netanyahu? Because he has given every
honest investigative reporter reason to suspect him of treachery
ever since he had been one of the major conspirators in the airplane
attacks on the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001, in which
Netanyahu and his co-conspirators incinerated 3,000 Americans.
[see the video that follows this one].
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1oK1AbjBZIU
To_Quell_International_Resentment_Against_His_Perpetual_Sabotage
_of_The_Peace_Process_&_Against_His_Ongoing_Genocide_,
Netanyahu_Conspired_to_Attack_The_World_Trade_Center_
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Here is video evidence showing that Netanyahu ordered his
Israeli Mossad secret agents to participate in the airplane
attacks on the World Trade Center in New York City. In that
attack of September 11, 2001, Netanyahu cremated 3,000 people.
Netanyahu has a record of perpetrating terrorist massacres and
blaming his massacres on Arabs in order to create false
justifications for ordering his U.S. Government stooges to bomb
and invade more Arabs, in Iraq, in Afghanistan, and in Palestine.
Righteous indignation must compel us to expose Netanyahu's
horrific crimes against humanity! So, please distribute this pdf
file of evidence on twitter, facebook, by email, blogs, etc.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlCwzhDyI3g&list=PLFF4D1F6300FA2512&index=6
~~ Netanyahu_Ordered_Hamas_Rocket_Attacks_on_Israel ~~
~~ Netanyahu_Owns/Operates_Terrorist_Faction_of_Hamas ~~
"ISRAEL CREATED HAMAS," says:
Haaretz, Israel's leading newspaper,
The Wall Street Journal, a popular U.S. newspaper
U.S. Congressman Ron Paul,
and syndicated news reporter, Alex Jones
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8Vyg6_WVXE
"Hamas emerged from the ranks of the Muslim Brotherhood.
Reportedly, the Muslim Brotherhood has long been used by the British
Government's MI6 spy agency, and by the U.S. Government's Central
Intelligence Agency to *weaken* Moslem governments." [Aangirfan]
"Israel helped build up Hamas, which became a rival to Yassir Arafat's
Fatah."
"Arafat's Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) renounced violence and
recognised Israel, prior to the Oslo peace talks. This did not suit Israel!"
"Hamas refused to end violent resistance or to acknowledge Israel's right
to exist. This suited Israel!"
"The Israelis, in the early 1990s, deported hundreds of key Hamas figures
to south Lebanon, where they began working with Hezbollah."
"Israel needs Hezbollah if it is to have an excuse to take over South
Lebanon, with its valuable water supplies."
"In 1997, Arafat had Hamas pinned down, and Arafat was rounding up
Islamists by the thousands. Benjamin Netanyahu, Israel's prime minister,
organised the bungled assassination of Khalid Mishal. This helped Hamas
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to revive and survive. This suited Israel!"
"Israel's spy agency, Mossad, under Efraim Halevy, came up with a plan,
agreed to by the Bush, to get rid of Arafat. Arafat was too much in favour
of peace."
"Abbas was presented by the media as being a puppet of the Americans.
Hamas triumphed in the 2006 elections. This suited Israel."
"The Israelis seem to be the brains behind much of the terrorism.
How do the Israelis get away with it?"
"The Israelis are 'clever'. They have made themselves useful to the very
powerful fascists who occupy important positions in the Pentagon, and
in NATO, and China, and India and Saudi Arabia . . ."
"Israel appears to work with the fascists within the US, UK and European
establishments."
http://aangirfan.blogspot.com/2010/06/truth-about-hamas-and-israel.html
U.S. Congressman Ron Paul: Netanyahu_Owns/Operates_Hamas
John DiNardo:
The ISRAELI GOVERNMENT MURDERED NINETEEN JEWS AND
WOUNDED SEVENTY OTHERS IN A TERRORIST ATTACK UPON
A BUS IN JERUSALEM, IN ORDER TO FABRICATE REASONS TO
STEP UP ITS 2/3 CENTURY LONG CAMPAIGN OF GENOCIDE
AGAINST A NATION OF
"COCKROACHES WHO MUST BE CLEANSED FROM THE LAND"
so that Zionists (not humanitarian Jews) can steal it all for
themselves.
This revelation from U.S. Congressman Ron Paul makes us all
realize that the Netanyahu regime ordered its Hamas undercover
provocateurs to fire rockets at Israel in order to justify Israel's
genocidal bombing of the civilian population of Gaza. Ron Paul
did not actually say, "Netanyahu Ordered Hamas to Fire Rockets
at Israel," yet if we were to ask Ron Paul, right now,
Do you think that the Netanyahu regime ordered Hamas to fire
rockets at Israel? . . . we all know what his answer would be:
Well, there is evidence that the Israeli Government knew,
condoned, and possibly ordered the terrorist attack on that
bus in Jerusalem that killed 19 Jews and wounded 70 others.
From The Ron Paul Institute:
"Richard Sale opens a window on the Israel government’s effort to
aid Hamas’ growth in his June 18, 2002 United Press International
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article:
""In the wake of a suicide bomb attack Tuesday on a crowded
Jerusalem city bus that killed 19 people and wounded at least 70
more, the Islamic Resistance Movement, Hamas, took credit for
the blast. Israeli officials called it the deadliest attack in Jerusalem
in six years. Israeli Prime Minister ARIEL SHARON immediately
vowed to fight
"Palestinian terror"
and summoned his cabinet to decide on a military response to the
organization that Sharon had once described as
"the deadliest terrorist group that we have ever had to face."
Active in Gaza and the West Bank, Hamas wants to liberate all of
Palestine and establish a radical Islamic state in place of Israel.
It has gained notoriety with its assassinations, car bombs and
other acts of terrorism.""
BUT ISRAELI PRIME MINISTER SHARON LEFT SOMETHING OUT!
Israel and Hamas may currently be locked in deadly combat, but,
according to several current and former U.S. intelligence officials,
beginning in the late 1970s,
TEL AVIV GAVE DIRECT AND INDIRECT FINANCIAL AID TO HAMAS
OVER A PERIOD OF YEARS.
"Israel AIDED HAMAS DIRECTLY-- the Israelis wanted to use Hamas
as a counterbalance to the PLO (Palestinian Liberation Organization),"
said Tony Cordesman, Middle East analyst for the Center for Strategic
Studies. Israel's support for Hamas
"was a direct attempt to divide and dilute support for a strong,
secular PLO by using a competing religious alternative,"
said a former *senior* Central Intelligence Agency official.
Thanks to G. Edward Griffin's assistant for sending this link.
Please view the video of Congressman Ron Paul's speech
before the United States Congress.
http://ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/featured-articles/2014/july/11/ron-paul-rewind-israelencouraged-growth-of-hamas.aspx
~~ NETANYAHU_FAKED_THE MURDERS_OF_3_JEWISH_TEENS
_TO_JUSTIFY_BOMBING_GAZA
Israeli journalists Lia Tarachansky and Shir Hever suggest that
Netanyahu planned the kidnapping/murder of the three Jewish
teenagers in order to concoct a reason to launch air bombing
annihilation upon Palestinian civilian towns, and to step up their
2/3 century long genocide, using superior weaponry against stone
throwers. The rockets being fired against Israel are coming from
a faction of Hamas, which I will soon show, is controlled by
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Netanyahu, whom, we can document, was one of the masterminds
behind the 911 attacks upon the World Trade Center in New York
City. Therefore, we have good reason to surmise that Netanyahu
ordered the kidnapping and murder of those three Israeli
teenagers in order to propagate and emotionalize the illusion
of Palestinian aggression against Israel.
JD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWgXYOpFpmk
Israeli journalist Shir Hever describes and analyzes a situation
within Israeli society which is fearfully concealed by the Zionist
power elite ruling the U.S. broadcast/print media. There is a
fascination in all of the film footage punctuating this interview,
so I suggest that you study the interview from the beginning. For
brevity, however, you might begin around the 10-minute point. JD
SHIR HEVER: "There was a terror attack near Eilat, in the south
of Israel. Netanyahu immediately declared that this was an
attack that came from Gaza, and he bombed Gaza, and Killed
four people in Gaza. And later, it turned out that this terrorism
attack had nothing to do with Gaza. Hamas decided NOT to
retaliate, because Hamas said, what Netanyahu is trying to do
is to get us to fire rockets into Israel so that he won't have to
deal with the [Israeli people's] social protest. And we [Hamas]
are not going to do Netanyahu's dirty work for him. So, they
decided not to retaliate. Hamas knew that "we're not going to
play that game."
{JD: This fact should jolt awake all people of conscience,
everywhere, to rise up and vociferously shout out, through any
and all channels of social media, that, "Hey, those three Israeli
teenagers who were kidnapped and murdered . . . Netanyahu probably
set up that kidnapping and triple murder in order to justify
intensifying the genocide campaign against a civilian population
falsely blamed and victimized by Netanyahu's Hamas undercover
provocateurs whom Netanyahu ordered to fire rockets at Israel.
This explains why Israel has suffered virtually no casualties and
has received very little property damage from Netanyahu's false
flag rocket attacks upon Israel.}
http://therealnews.com/t2/index.php?
option=com_content&task=view&id=31&Itemid=74&jumival=12093
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